OpenText™ Axcelerate™

Gain the advantage with the industry’s most powerful discovery analytics—
delivered with unprecedented ease-of-use.

Power and simplicity. Combined.
“No other platform matches Axcelerate’s combination of power and
usability for high-stakes review.”
- Bennett Borden, Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

Early insights

OpenText Axcelerate helps you find the
documents that will make or break your
case, sooner and more reliably. Utilize powerful search, categorization and analytics
with greater ease than ever before—to
uncover key facts, validate collection decisions, identify risks, evaluate review implications and formulate winning strategies.
Axcelerate’s powerful capabilities amplify
your legal skills.

Confidence and control

Review efficiency

With Axcelerate, legal practitioners review
what matters—faster and more accurately.
From continuous machine learning, to Endof-Branch email analysis, to auto-redactions and streamlined case management,
the entire platform is engineered to support quicker and better results. Axcelerate
helps legal teams achieve new heights of
document review accuracy, consistency
and productivity.

Take the wheel, without hesitation. Axcelerate provides unparalleled transparency into your review
workflow—anticipating your destination, showing your status at every stage along the way and
helping you know when you’ve arrived. Interactive, visualized displays ensure a more confident
review experience and provide greater control over your costs, timelines and strategy.

Learn more:
recommind.opentext.com
opentext.com/contact

Consumer-grade interface

Axcelerate brings key technologies and design
principles used in leading consumer web applications to the realm of eDiscovery, for a user
experience that is truly second to none.

Browser-agnostic viewer

Set up your review team instantly; there is nothing to download or install. Axcelerate’s HTML5
viewer works in any browser with hi-fidelity
rendering, efficient pre-caching and Smart
Tagging controls.

Communications mapping

Hypergraph in Axcelerate elegantly displays email
connections, comfortably scaling to millions of records.
Analyze parties, domains, activity levels and timeframes
around all the communications that interest you.

End-of-branch email
analysis

Know what’s unique, know what’s missing.
Axcelerate lets you limit review to only the most
inclusive communications and calls out any
missing messages, for dramatic time savings
with no external processing or additional cost.

BI Dashboards

Monitor and share review progress with interactive dashboards that update dynamically. Track
project data down to the individual coding decisions or look across your entire case portfolio
to see aggregated trends and efficiencies.

Continuous machine learning

Axcelerate’s proprietary text analytics empower its best-in-industry TAR functionality. The Predictive Coding Dashboard shows
your progress every step of the way.

Smart Redactions

Axcelerate’s unparalleled redactions toolset
eliminates the need for costly pre-imaging. It
even finds and redacts search terms, Social
Security numbers, dates of birth and other PII
across entire data sets automatically.

Learn more:
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A full range of services

On-demand, on-premises or self-service cloud—
Axcelerate fits organizations and matters of all
sizes. This is combined with competitive pricing
and world-class services available 24/7 from an
expert team and certified partners worldwide.

